
Industrial Vacuums
- for safer and cleaner metalworking facilities

Metalworking



Cleaning is critical to the smooth operation of 
your plant. Yet it’s also a tough, time-consuming 
chore. Nilfisk industrial vacuums are reliable, 
simple to operate, and require virtually no 
maintenance. They guarantee a swift, thorough 
cleaning so you get the job done right the first 
time and increase compliance with industry 
regulations.

“Our Nilfisk industrial vacuums run virtually maintenance-free 
– and they run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. That’s impressive 
performance.”

David Ayers
Continuous Improvement Technician

Nilfisk Performance Advantages

Whether you’re housekeeping around the plant, collecting 
ultra-fine powders in a powder coating booth, or recovering 
MWFs from a machine sump, only Nilfisk’s vacuums provide 
all the features you need to make the job easier.

• Grounded hoses, airlines and conductive accessories 
eliminate static discharge

• Simple, safe waste disposal options

• Efficient bulk collection with large-capacity separators 
and hoppers

• Prevent recirculation of harmful oil mist with special 
filtration pads and coalescing filters

• Multi-stage filtration system protects vacuum filters 
from blockage and improve performance

We Make a Dirty Job Easier
- collect, separate and recycle dust and debris

Industrial Vacuums for Metalworking

Collect, Separate and Recycle...

Nilfisk oil vacuums—VHO200 and Eco-Oil series—are 
designed to retrieve metal shavings, lubricants, and 
coolants, filter out debris, and pump the purified fluids 
directly into the reservoir tank, all without leaving the sump.

• Filter debris down to 100 microns
• Cut fluid reclamation time in half
• Produce cleaner MWFs for immediate reuse
• Save fluid replacement costs
• Maintain higher integrity of end products
• Extend the life of machinery and tools

Industrial Vacuums for Your Unique 
Applications

General-to-Detailed Cleaning
• General Maintenance
• Central Vacuum System Applications
• Explosion Hazard Environments

Powder Coating
• Overhead Cleaning
• Equipment, Floor & Wall Cleaning
• Pneumatic/Air-Operated Applications

Metalworking Fluid
• Oil-Based Fluid Reclamation
• Water-Based/Aqueous Fluid Reclamation
• Machine Sump Cleaning
• Finished Product Cleaning
• Fixture & Machine Cleaning
• Machine Tool/Equipment Cleaning



KEEP PROCESS EQUIPMENT CLEAN AND RUNNING AT 
PEAK PERFORMANCE

VERSATILE CLEANING, FROM FLOOR TO INSIDE 
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

RECYCLE COOLANTS AND LUBRICANTS WITH 
PUMP OUT FEATURE

SAFELY COLLECT COMBUSTIBLE DUSTS

RECOVER AND RECYCLE DEBRIS AND 
LIQUIDS SIMULTANEOUSLY

COLLECT METAL CHIPS FROM FINE DUST TO 
LARGE DEBRIS



Nilfisk, Inc., Industrial Vacuum Division
740 Hemlock Rd. · Morgantown, PA · 19543
Tel.: (800) 645-3475 · Fax: (888) 624-8141
questions@nilfisk.com
www.nilfiskindustrialvacuums.com
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Dedicated 
engineering 
department

Dedicated 
sales team

Expert Support

We support you with a highly-trained direct sales team. 
Dedicated to solving your individual challenges, our team 
analyzes your processes and recommends the best vacuums 
and features for your particular application. 

Locate your sales rep at: 
www.NilfiskIndustrialVacuums.com//FindARep.aspx.

Safe Choice Commitment

At Nilfisk Industrial Vacuums we understand that 
you face many risks each day, just by operating your 
business. That is why Nilfisk is dedicated to helping 
you make smart choices to keep your facility and your 
workers safe. Our team of experts is ready to tackle 
any cleaning challenge – because in a world full of risk, 
you have to make safe choices.


